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Great American modern rock, passionate and powerful songs that you can feel but can't shake. Features

Lonnie Park and John West and includes themes from "Racer TV" (Versus Network) and "Nitro-Circus"

(ESPN, EXPN, Speed). 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, ROCK: Adult Alternative Pop/Rock Details:

Voted "#1 Modern Rock CD" by the Soundoff Awards in 2007, Ten Man Push is coming out of the gate

loud and proud. Their song "In The Dirt" was picked up as the theme song for the TV Series "Race TV"

on the Versus Network. Other songs are being used throughout the Dirt Racing industry like Nitro-Circus

shows, DVD's, and much more. The band is touring in support of this debut CD. Check the websites for

updates and lots more media. "Great American Modern Rock" is a description that seems to embody the

sound of TEN MAN PUSH. Guitar driven and Vocal oriented music are wrapped around a collection of

great songs and stellar performances. Hailing from Central New York, this is a band you will hear more

and more about. Check out the video and clips for a glimpse into the world of TEN MAN PUSH. This band

is getting geared up for a big push...TEN MAN PUSH! Lonnie Park - Lead Vocals, Guitar Gritty emotional

songwriting and raw powerful vocals pour out of this front man for TEN MAN PUSH. "His melodies and

lyrics draw you in and evoke raw emotions; you can't help but to feel that emotion and attach yourself

right to it" (CNY Rock Review). Lonnie Park has nurtured his talents in the shadows of the music business

as a performer, producer, writer, and studio engineer. Now TEN MAN PUSH is the platform where he

demonstrates his passion and talent as the centerpiece for this new band. John West - Lead Guitar,

Vocals It is no surprise that the lead guitar work on the album is melodic yet gut wrenching and addictive!

If you know John and his body of musical work, it all makes sense. He is the master of melody, and that is

as evident in his approach to the guitar as it has been for vocals. His performance on harmonies and his

signature voice add a unique texture to the songs. As a live performer, John brings a fantastic energy to

the stage. As co-producer of the album, he lifts the level of quality for each and every element of the

band. Nate Horton - Drums Hes a consummate professional and a quiet gentleman, but when he gets

behind the kit he is a monster. Hes a precision machine who can swing from the most tasteful nuances to

a leveling flurrys of insane drum chops. No one works harder to bring the best to the stage each and
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every time. He was Cortland NYs best kept secret, now its no secret at all. Ten Man Push will make sure

of that. Dave Hoyt - Bass, Vocals Bringing power and attitude to the band, Daves presence in TMP is

strong. His motto Go big or go home sets the tone and has been adopted by the band. Also a central NY

native, Dave is a rare find, and a rare breed. He is not only an incredibly dedicated bass player, but also a

motivated professional, and commanding as a performer. Prior to joining TMP, Dave had been actively

digging in the scene trying to find the right mix. He found it and a home in Ten Man Push. People who are

interested in Nickelback Hinder Daughtry should consider this download.
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